Notice how the latest phones like iPhone and Samsung come with all these things like voice recognition. The sample of which do get sent and stored in Google and servers. This could be easily done locally in the phone, but they just want to do this otherwise. To collect samples.

Now we also have biometric scanning, and the scanning of the iris, done by the phone. Instead of jews rallying you in the gulag to get this info about you. You give them on your own. Facebook works in the same context. Jewbook knows more secrets about you than any secret state police could ever know 50 years earlier.

There is a science that deals with recognition of the iris in China, and it's part of Chinese medicine. You can see many things through the eyes. Including mental health, health in general and other things.

Needless to say, in the attention of the correct people with ill will things can go really grim. One needs to see innocent girls who just take a few naked selfies and one day wake up to find themselves posted on the whole internet. Then things take a life of their own. I know some people actually aspire this, or think it's not that of a biggie. Erm, it's a hoax. And it can prove deadly too. Many girls and other innocents are hunted down by predators, online. Blackmail and other hints build upon this as well.

I have noticed and took measures after noticing in regards to Windows. Windows forcefully updates, and doesn't make any sense as to why. Probably more addons. The PCs are known to get ruined by updates. And it kills them slowly, while it should "improve" them.

Devices like android phones get more and more powerful, with more ram and processing power. But speed is essentially capped as to what it was a few years ago. No matter the extra ram (temporary memory) the innate software of the phone still consumes most of it. It's just additional espionage software added, and it's blatant.

Linux seems by far, better. Windows 10 is a literal piece of crap. It spies everything you do, in your face too as well. It doesn't even try to hide it. Nobody needs to hack you, because your personal computer belongs to the hackers already. Nowadays technology contains everything.
The jews amass all this data, and they play the world with it. They can know secrets, tendencies, aspirations and dreams, all by searching their database. Needless to say, what Snowden said when he said that this is the problem of the Future, this was something people need to understand.

I point at Snowden because to a few dumb sleepwalkers, it may be that this is a conspiracy hat saying these things. But Snowden is worse than any tinfoil hat in what he reveals pretty much. Saying the situation is worse than anyone can initially understand.

This is a major issue, and can turn Orwellian really easily. People assume that since nobody knocks at their door, or that since they think of themselves as irrelevant, it's all fine. So, they can give all their personal existence to the big brother. This is however totally damning, and when people meet the consequence, it's bad.

What do people think the selfie camera is about? Taking selfies? Or actually taking a pic on your mug every time you open the phone? Or let's say the NSA looking at you through a camera? It's funny how even the Jew Reptile Zuckerberg who made his alien Facebook database of goyim, was taping the camera of his own computer. Notice also how in all laptops, the microphones are built in, and there is no socket to activate them, or mute them physically.

So it's better to keep a degree of secrecy, and keep everything of importance either on physical paper, or in your own head. Nobody can hack into your head as easily. There are many ways (research and learn) to bring this situation under control, for example.

In Orwell’s 1984, every house had a giant screen that could look at them, hear them, and monitor them. Nobody knew when, so this added to the larger terror. Indeed, it seemed as if it didn't even do it.

The enemy needs to go down, and people who are decent need to settle this thing from governments or whatever else. And throw these plans in the purging fire.

And we're in 2017….